
Stamped Designs August 2021 Christmas Class 

 
 
Pearl and Silver Scenery Card 

1. Position the pearl cut scene on the piece of gray sparkle cardstock, then apply wet glue 
to the back of the piece and attach it to the card.  Apply wet glue to the back of small 
silver strip and attach to the front of the card as shown – trim off any excess on the 
sides. 

2. Layer this piece to the piece of silver.  Layer the blue piece to the white felt base card, 
then attach the scenery piece to the card front. 

3. Attach the small word circle to the front as shown with a foam square. 
 
Green Silhouette Card 

1. To create the smaller piece, snip the die cut between the deer and the bunny on the 
right.  Then trim the piece behind the deer in a curve to match the look of other edges.  
You can use the leftover piece on the inside of the card or on another card.  Attach the 
cut-out piece to the green circle with wet glue, then layer the piece to the red circle. 

2. Attach the patterned piece to the black piece.  Attach the circles to the piece as shown.  
Apply adhesive to the back of the piece, then wrap the silver ribbon bow around the 
piece as shown, then layer to the front of the base card. 

3. Attach the words piece as shown. 
 
Winter Wishes Card 
Copic markers used: Deer: E30/31/33, E57, Fox: E97, E57, Bird: R05, Bunnies: E40/41, Owl: E50, 
E57, Squirrel: E97, Fir trees: YG93/95, E57, Bare trees: E59, Moon: Y17, Snow: BG0000 

1. Color the die cut scene with the Copic markers listed or the coloring medium of your 
choice. 

2. Layer the colored piece to light blue piece as shown with wet glue.  Apply wet glue to 
the back of the winter wishes piece and attach as shown.  Trim off any excess on the 
sides of the piece.  Layer to the black piece, then to the front of the card. 

3. You can add some clear glitter to snow and moon for some extra sparkle.  Sample used 
Crystal Stickles from Ranger. 


